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"-·
. 'W·~rl:d: Re,:k nown'· J.ozz; E.x pert· Offers. Lecture.
'· '

leroy Ostran sl<y

.
sity · of:· Iowa, In· the cour5e of-his teaching' career he has rlelivered lectures at the University of Washington, the University of Oregon, the University
of Minnesota, the University of
Iowa, Centralia College, and Olympic College. In addition he
has addressed several private
groups and organizations.
Bis career in the field of music has not been strictly confined to teaching and lecturing,
however. Ostransky is also a
well-known writer in the field
of jazz. He has served as a
columnist for the T a c o m a
"News-Tribune," and for the
" Argus," Seattle. His musical
articles have appeared in such
magazines as "North American

' ·, ·. "Jazz" ·is one- o( tne".few art·
forms that 'the United States
can take credit for. From itS.
meager beginnings in New Or'
leans, it has grown into a fullblown musical art subject to
constant comment and controversy.
One of the outstanding experts in this field today is Dr.
·Leroy Ostransky, composer in
residence at the University of
Puget Sound. He will speak
on ·"The Negro a nd Jazz, '.' Tuesday, Nov. 5 at 4 p.m. in the
CUB " Cage."
Ostransky received his B.A.
at UPS in 1948. After graduate
work at New York University
in 1949, he went on to earn a
Ph.D. in 1956 from the Univer-

News· Alliance," and . "The Atlantic Monthly." He has .authored two book:s, "Perspectives
On Music," (Prentice-Hall) and
"The Anatomy of Jazz,". (University of Washington Press.)
It was "The Anatomy of .Jazz"
which established Ostransky as
a leader in the field of jazz
studies. Among the comments
it elicited were : .
''It is heartening to , see men
of Ostransky's stature having
and keeping a strong interest
in · jazz."-"Downbeat" magazine.
".Selected as one of five books
worth buying and giving for
Christmas.''-Kenneth Rexroth,
"Nation. "
' ~He has a real feeling for

jazz-"The Anatomy of Jazz"
is a swinging book:" -John .
Goodspeed, " Baltimore Sun."
In addition to all of· his other
talents, Ostransky was featured
on the 13-week television series,
"The Anatomy of Jazz. " He
is the author of more than 60
musical compositions w h i c h
have been performed throughout the United States. ·
Roger Gray, SGA social vicepresident, stated in a Crier interview last week that Ostransky' may very well be one of
the outstanding speakers appearing at Central this year.
He is appearing as one of a
series of speakers in the SGA
sponsored " Speaker In the Union" series.
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Dr. Anshutz Plan States
Speaks Out Registration
Life 's experiences and the
Change Due
philosophical ideas to w h i c
h

· Hans Conried

Conreid Set
·For -Nov. ·3
1

Hans Conreid, star of . radio,
television, movies, arid the theater , will soon be . on ha nd to
e ntertain Central's staff, faculty, and students, according to
Milo Smith, drama director.
.The program will be Sunday',
Nov. 3 at 8 p.m. ih the . Mc~
Connell auditorium. No admiss ion will be charged.
. Conreid is co.nsidered one of
America's top-notch ac;tors. and
.is master· at the · art of interpretation. In twenty-eight years
of entertaining, he bas never
been under contract. He has
done thousands of radio roles,
a·ppeared 011 Pantomime Quiz
for five years and performed
.in every top network show from
New York to Hollywood, Smith
said.
. Playhouse 90, Alcoa Hour,
Bob Hope, Hallmark Hall of
Fame, J erry Lewis and George
Gobel still continue to use the
Conreid talent and charm.
More recently, Conreid has
.a ppeared as Uncle Tonoose on
the Danny Thorrias Show and
his contributions to the nation's
humor . include m;;iny guest ap-_
pearances on the J ack Paar
Show.
Conreid's appearance at Central will be a program of readings and repartee. He reads
poetry and intersperses everything with theater stories. The
econd half of the program will
consist of questions and a nswers
from the audience.

Ma le· Students Notice!
If any male student wishes
to have his draft board notified that he is in school, he
should go to the Registrar's
office and make a request for
t he form to be sent.
A request. must b~ . made
before· the notice will be sent,
E n o s, Underwood, registrar
salcf.

they point is the subject of a
poem being written by Central 's Dr. Herbert An,shutz, English professor.
" I Barefoot Ran" progressed
to 325 typewriter composed
pages between early May and
the end of summer school. Dr.
Anshutz :says that he is quite
excited by what has been happening.. He has never befur &
been able to compose on the
typewriter.
·childhood wande,rings, t h e
Squth Seas during the war, and
the " trauma of Doctoral orals"
are all a part of this biographical work, People such as his
peg-legged Irish grandfather
and a mystic in the South Seas
appear in the poem.
Experiences Related

These . concrete experiences
have been related in free-association form. They are tied
closely to the many " plateau"
passages where the ideas the
experiences add up to are set
forth.
·The method of relating experiences and ideas is opposite
to the method used by Wordsworth. For this reason, Dr .
Anshutz refers to his poem as
a n "inverted Prelude." Wordsworth made his experiences fit
his philosophies, while Dr. Anshutz lets his conclusions be a ·
result of his experiences.
"I let experiences flow into
recollection a nd tried to capture
them in words to see what they
might inductively add up to, "
. Dr. Anshutz explains.
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SPC-SGA Act ...
Hours Set For Nov. 11
Vetera ns Day, the Bouillon
library will be open in the
evening. The CUB will be
dosed all day. The Commons will operate the same
as on Saturdays.

"I Ba refoot ran"

The rapid and often barefoot running imagery that
(Continued on Page 4)

Before Voters

After the intenst "heat" generated by Fall quarter's regis- ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
With much comment, controtration, with its usual complex_
1
versy, and conference, the SGA
ity. made even more harrowing trar to further his studies of council has finally come up
by an overflow enrollment, registration and that registra- with a plan for reorganizing
steps are being taken to re- tioµ for seniors first, juniors the SGA council.
vamp registration.
second, be established. That
The council made the fol· Jim Mattis, SGA president, study be made into the possilowing recommendations at
announced at last Monday's bilities of a · form of pre-registheir weekly meeting !ast
c'ouncil meeting that J?QOS Ul}-;; tration which would allow. for
Monday night.
derwood, registra11, was work- . both the faculty and "adminisi. The SGA council will be
ing on changes in this area. tration to know what contrac- renamed the Student GovernAmong some of the possible tions and expansions need to ment Association Legislature.
changes for the future a re a be made · in the class offerings
2. The SGA President will
possible system of pre-registra- foi,- the following quarter. :
serve as chairman of the legtion, and registration for upperCommends Registrar
islature with a veto power ovclassmen first.
ACTION: That, as the legis- er all legislation. A two-thirds
Resolution, Passed
lative body of SGA, we com- vote of the legislature can ovIn order to encourage steps m'end the registrar .for his fu- erride the presidential veto.
in this area the council passed ture pla ns and enc,ourage him
3.The rest of the executives
the following resolution :
to · continue his study in this
will be present as resource
"FACT : That the registrar of direction. That the SGA labor
people but without a vote.
Central Washington State Col- responsibly toward the achieve4. At the same time that the
lege has made plans for regis- m~nt of t.he ends herein stated executives are elected, n i n e
tering seniors first in the wint- by offering to the registrar our . district legislators will be elecJer and spring quarters, 1964, copperation and help in what- ed. Three from each of three
and has indicated . his aware- every method possible. .
districts, one district formed by
ness of the situation at the beThat this resolution be sent on-campus women, one by onginning of fall quarter, 1963, in to · the members of the admin- campus men, and one by offwhich some students from all istration and the faculty as to campus. The off-campus legisclasses were unable to find a draw to their attention our lators must include at least one
suitable program.
thoughts and to encourage them representative from each sex .
·RECOMMENDATION : That to individually study the prob5. Six representatives .or leg-.
the administration. faculty, and lem as administrators, instrucislators-at-large w o u, I d be
students encourage the regis- tors, a nd advisers."
elected the sixth week of fall
quarter. This would never
a llow for a whole new council to take over, in.c reasing
continuity.

6. The Student Planning Council (composed of all living group
presidents) shall have the right
of legislative review over all
legislation passed by the SGA
Legislature. Legislation may
be called down by a majority
vote of the SPC and may be
returned to the legislature for
reconsideration by a two-thirds
vote of the SPC. If a piece
of legislation is referred back
to the legislature, they must
pass it by a two-thirds vote
before it can become -effective.
· Credit for the revised proposal belongs to the SGA council and to certain SPC members. A strong proponent of
the SPC additions was Abe Van
Diest, president of Montgomery
hall.

Typewriter Composed ·.

Being able to keep up with ·
the flow of impressions is the
result of composing on the typewriter, he says. He no longer
finds that by the time his pen
catches up to his thought, the
original thought is gone.
The reader can feel the flow.
Little punctuation and quickrunning coordinate and subordinate clauses characterize the
poem. Although some passages
run several pages without punctuation, they can be easily followed. This excerpt ilfustrates
style of the poem.

SGAProposal

READING OVER ONE ~AGE· of his JOO-page poem, "I
Barefoot Ran," is Or. Herbert Anshutz, Referring to his' poem
as an inverted Prelude, he says th'at it ·'disagrees with his increasingly more orthodox transcendentialism.
· (Photo by Doug Anderson )

I' m very gratified by the
actions of t he. council in passing these recommendations
after considerable mulling over. I am quite sure t hat they

(Continued on Page 2)
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TWO

FOUR CINQUAINS ·

Bubble Gummers' · Need
Look At Education
1

New

Once again the idiotic s pectre of "bubble-gummism"
p as risen on thi.s campus. For those ·of you new to campus'
life, " bubble-gummer" is a term used when speaking of
the stereotyped teenager-a g roup oriented, hyste riaprone, ·g rubbily-adorned a dolescent.

.
I have no g ripe with this as manifes ted among teen·
?- gers ; I would like to see more maturity o n the part of
a great many of the m but a ll thing s considered, mos t of
them grow out of this phase a nd turn into fairl y respon sible human beings . It is th at segment which doesn't g row
out of it that worries me, especi"ally thaf segment which
s o vociferously manifests · itself on this campus .
. .

Case in point : The five letters· which radio station

KXLE received, pleading; n a y demanding, -that Tom Bear
offer more rock and roll music on th e program "Sweecy
Time." As a stimulant, the letters, which bear strong suspicions of emanating from the same room in the same hall
according to Bear and Ron Magers, disc jockeys at the
~tation, stated that a good majority of the populace wanted rock and roll music.
I hate to disillusion you poor souls, but I'm very
gratified to be able to report that my research shows -you
all wrong. By the time most students -have spent a qua.r~
ter or· more- in college, they begin . to, dis.cover that there
s hould be" a little more to music than some idiot mouthing
garbled .w ords to -a tune with. three chords and a beat.

All ;;f this is -leading up to a plea for a little objectivity. I don't ex.peer people to make the painful shift
from adolescenec to adulthood· without a little struggle.
But I do expect them to begin to experiment a little to
try reading a classic or a little Shakespeare mixed in with
their Mickey Spillane; to perhaps listen to Smetana's "Moldau" or some good jazz along with Elvis · and Chubby ·
Checker.
0;

· Each individual · is. entitlec;l to pursue that which he
'desiresf but it seems to me fhat someone whose aesthetic
'.senses are satiated' by some n'auseous rock and roll,
·whose creative· capacities· are folfilled by, dancing the- Wat:µ~i. has a long way to go in gJlinirig an education in- the
true sense· of the word.
··

or

~ .N.S.A.~/
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ra,OpporttJ·n:iJY

For · Responsi:b~l:e Acti·on

.· · · The- Na.tienal Stud·e nts Association always se~ms · to
: draw a lot of criticism from well meaning ('apparently)
' students who cannot see the rieed: for such an · ol-ganiza. tion: · Basically these criticisms center around "Why does
it exist?" and "What good does it do?"
·
,
In. answer. to- these· questions, the- National Students.
Association~ is one of. the few· really. effective· way;s . th.at
rcollegestudentsas a group can ·mak~theii:" opinions known
: on national and, internatio.nal ·affairs: It. is, in- a ' sense;
· our · national lobbying group. ·
If a person really wants to findt out what good the
. organization does, all he must do is ccinsul_t any thinking
. student leader. Tfhe N.S.A. has.'. been a leader in. such
. things as the· fight for civil' rights,, in· or.eating. an. atmos.phere for new ideas-·a _nd philosophies· developed C:,n col~
.lege campuses applicable· to national· and· international '
~~

.

.

.
On our own · campus, the· N :S.A.'s ,task is primarily
?ne of educating the student to his responsibilities in meeting the needs of an 'ever-changing world, With such instru~ents as the sadly under-used reading , rack in the
C:UB "Cage," and' seminars like the upcoming one on Civil
.Rights, · N.S.A. see ks to offer the stud'ent new· ideas and
new concepts as well as -new challenges.
·
It is because of this challenge that the N .S.A. appears
distasteful to many students. They would rather sit in
: their rooms, crack jokes, talk -0f cars and girls (or boys·
as the case may be) , than meet their, responsibilities.
.
An education offers not only a reward . for t.hose
with a responsible attitude, but a responsibility to meet
· the challenges of. tomorrow . The National Students As. sociation is attempting to help them meet this responsibility.
1
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The Crier has received word
that Bonnie Wiley, director of
publications and assistant pro·
fessor of journalism at Cen·
tral now on sabbatical leave
to obtain her doctorate at the
Southern Illinois University,
has been named to the latest
issue of "Who's Who of Amer·
ican Women."
Miss Wiley has had an •Out·
standing career in journalism .
She has worked on many dif·
ferent newspapers including
the Portland "Oregonian" and
the Yakima Dailies. During
World War II , Miss Wiley was
· the only woman correspondent
attached to the fighting forces
in the South Pacific by the
Associated Press. She also
has the distinction of being
the only woman correspondent on the battleship Misso.uri
at the peace tr.eaty signing.
Those. of us who have work·
ed with her on the Crier and
Hyakem know her also as a
dedicated teacher and a loyal
friend. We who have been
thus associated with her know
how richly she deserves this
honor. · We commend her
hear1ily and wish her good
luck and God speed in return·
ing to the campus.
The Editors .and staffs of
The Crier and Hyakem

Bits
And:
'Pieces

. .. ..
,

.

By PAliTY DEANE
We "read· in the Portland. State
Vanguard that their homecomihg celebration: will be the
greatest ever:." . C)nly. problemtheir . . homecoming .I game is
away. ' (Guess we should be
thankful' that our biggest prob!em is registration??? Or is'
it the food' at commons??? Or
Is it the new freshman retentfon· proolem?TT Oh well, at
least our homecoming;, game
was . her.e .)
·
From the Gonzaga. Bulletin·
we glean the. following knowl;
edge: "If you. smoke' one pack,
of cigarettes .a daY. for 30 years,.
you will spend~ $3832.50. This
is enough money to, buy a . car;
or two mink coats ; or 10 color
television sets; or. 700 trips to
the beauty shop; or 38. poodles."
(Being a non,smoker; 1 can only·
say, "W,h at has happened to a!F
that money I've saved???")
During a keynote address at
a Seattle • U. Leadership Conference, Father Robert Rebbalm,_ S_.J. delivered a thoughtprovoking talk, titled " Go Creative. " According to the s~attle U. Spectator, he pleaded
for " creative thought and ex-pression. " (Maybe it 's different at Seattle U. Maybe they
don 't have Ed. 207. Gosh,
they 're even encouraged to
think creatively. Wonder, what
it would be like not to have
to memorize l i s t s for ed.
tests ... )

SGA Proposal
(Continued from Page I)
will aid in developing responsible student government,"
Jim Mattis, SGA president
said.
The recommendations will
now be taken back to the individual living groups for t heir
comments and criticisms. After
a final vote of the SGA council,
the proposals will be put to the
students for app roval in a campus wide vote.
The first Latin translation of
the Koran, made in 1143, was
not published for 400 years.

By A. Van Diest
Prospect
Autumn
-Came not early
But suddenly to gash
Amber crimson. I too am too
Soon dead.
Expect
These be
Three holy things:
The Laws of God a nd State
And Man 's own g rass s i g 11
protectedLonely.
Retrospect
And if
This day is lost
Who will care to ask in
Years not yet, and maybe not,
. " And if?"
Aspect
to D.D.S.
These worlds
Like white moths fly
Blaze bent on burning string
While you, pure goddess,
smile and· strike
A match.

Pep Questioned

Thanks. CWSC
To the Editor:
On behalf of The National
Spurs, I would. like to extend
a note of appreciation for the
kind hospitality shown by the
students and faculty at Cent ral during the recent Spur
Convention . All of the visiting Spurs were grateful for ·
the warm welcome they received while staying on your
lovely campus.
Thank you.
Yours very truly,
Kathie Wolfstone
Director of Region I

Protest Echoed
Dear Editor :
Bravo Belanger !
L a st
week 's letter protesting the
attitude of the bookstore em- ployees toward Central students was no idle talk.
We've all seen the big mirrors and signs stating that all
theives will be prosecuted to
thE: full extent .of the law.
I'm surprised that all merchandise isn't' under glass and·
picked-out· for us,
Just why does the bookstore
hold this attitude ? Is there
really that much stuff lifted
fr.om the shelves?
As last week's letter pointed out, a downtown merchant
w-0uldn't be in . business very
long if he saw each customer
as public. enemy number· one.
I, for one don't like it. Of.
course !:in. forced to · buy text books in the boo.Kstore, but
for paper, pencils, and· chewing. gum, I'IL walk the five OI";
six blocks. downtown where,
at least, I'll get a friendly
smile.
DEL DANIELSON-'

To the Editor:
Last Saturday,'s homec.om,
ing game against Pacific
Lutheran • University found an
overflow crowd' on hand at
the college field.
As usual the •Central stands
were filled with students gathered together· in their respective living groups.
Preceding the game . a contest· of vocal "ability was held
among the living groups.
North hall was awarded the
spirit tnophJ. for. gathering
their collective"voices and car.
hoods, gas, tanks, . etc. tog~th.e r in a • chorus of. "We fight
like hell!" Well done '. No'rth! !
The,' onl:y, problem. of the·
afternoon was.that once North
Poe+iy. Off·e~s
IH
hall had the- awar.d in. their
hot little hands; they; retired
Poetry; · wanted for the' new
their collective· voices; . car
1963-64 Inter-Collegiate Poet•
hoods, gas . tanks, etc.
ry Congress Anthology. Seo
All through· the game : the ·
lections will be. based upon'·
poetic merit· and chosen from:lesser. collective voices of
c o I reg.es . and universities·
those miglity stalwarts "Off
Campus,"· minus car~ hoods,.
throughout the country.
A first- Rri:z:e of $25 will · be
gas tanks, etc.; . managed to
awarded:, with a: second and:;"
raise their lesser collective
third prize of $15 ·and '. $1G revoices skyward time after
spectively. All poetry must»
time in vociferous encouragebe submitted- no later than
ments i to · our team. Well
done, Off Campus!
Nov. 25.
If accepted, all future pub- ·
The question arises, should
lishings rights . are: to be re.
the trophy be · awarded· to that
tained by the author. Am
group.1which manages one loud
contributor.s· shall be notified :'
utterance, or should. it be givof the • editor's decision withen to that goup which main~
in two weeks of rec:eipt of ·
' tains vocal representation
poetry· and shall ha.ve the opthroughout the contest?
portunity of obtaining t h e
EMORY VAN LEHMAN II
c:ompleted anthology,. to "be ir.
BILL STEVENS,
print by mid-December.
SOREN SOR~NSON
Submit to: lnter'-CoJlegiate
JIM TALBERT
Poetry Congress, 528 Market
RON LUNDBERG
Street, Lewisburg, Pa.
HOWARD JOHNSON
- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - -

Pr'ize;

Registration Revamping
Dese-r ves Much Praise
It is not often that this· editor gets a chance to throw
a little praise on certain college officials and individuals.
But in this particular case I think a little- encouargement
is well deserved.
The · area is registration and specifically the work
done by Enos Underwood, registrar; in attempting to
achieve a satisfactory solution to the many problems in
· this knotty area. Underwood, spurred on by encouragement from the Student Government Association, fauclty
members, and individual s tudents, has developed some
plans for the future.
I have long been a critic · of such things ' as multiple
forms, long waits in equally long lines, seniors being closed .
out of classes they need to g raduate, etc. Now it appears ~ '
that a concentra ted effort is b eing made to solve at least !.
some 'bf these problems, Regardless of the paths these
changes take, the experimentation is welcome in tha t the :
1
problem is finally being attacked .
.
I sa lute a ll of those working in this area. They have :
a long, hard road to tra verse but o n e which mus.t. be trav~
eled if this m ss i to be cleared up in · the near .. future. ,

THE CAMPUS CRIER
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White Rights?

Warfare State AReality,
Central Students Indicate

PAGE THREE

Students DeviseS(enery Tours .

To the Editor :
Damn the defiant! That
The international students of
seems to be the answer to
· CWSC are planning a few trips
those who dare offer any re,around -the central Washington
sistance to the stand the UnitBy HOWARD JOHNSON
,countryside
this year, George
ed States government has takNestled in a valley among the rolling hills of central Montana
en on segregation.
lies the town of Belt, population 600. A typical rural town, Belt Stoebel, a member of NSA said.
.The general feeling is that
When was the last time you
till has many facades of an era long since passed. The town
while
studying in this area the
saw an article in any northjail stands today as it did 80 years ago.
ern newspaper that supported
·
This time of year the fever of football envelopes Belt and the foreign students should have the
chance to see what this part
segregation? It is the du ty
shrill blast of the referees
of Washington has to offer.
of the newspaper to print both
Barb Rutledge
whistle, the rah, rah of the
of the United States is chiefly
sides of the story and our
Spur Of The Month
youthful cheerleaders, and the
dependent
upon
war
and
or
northern newspapers have
tary hierarchy is kept in clov·
brassy sound of the school band
the threat of war." Truer
been maliciously ·neglecting
1
er.
echo off the surrounding hills.
words were never spoken.
this duty.
Time
after
time
the
Pentagon
On
one
particular
hill
to
the
" The Nation" magazine de·
There is a large number of
north, possibly a half mile
voted its entire Oct. 28, 1961 has resorted to public relations,
good Americans who do not
from the football field their
edition to this problem of a lobbying and propaganda fo . Barbara Rutledge, Anderson
condemn the present civil
lies buried in the ground, not
permanent wartime economy in make certain we continue our hall sophomore , was elected
~ rights program because they
the remains of a pioneer of
an article by Fred Cook en- wartime spending in peacetime.. $pur-of-the-Month for October.
· are against the rights of the
yesteryear,
but
a
bloodchilling
With the advent of the missile
titled, " Juggernaut, The War· Negro, but because they are
age
and the atom bomb, we Jan Demmon, Spur president
reminder
of
the
wo
r
ld
in
fare
State."
- for the rights of the white
·
still
employ millions of troops said.
which
we
live.
·For
on
that
man in America.
In no uncertain terms Cook
· Miss Rutledge will wear the
for
a
war
in
which
their
duties
hill overlooking pastoral Belt,
spells out the growing power
They believe the governbracelet emblematic of the
Mont., lies a sleeping giant,
. ment cannot . justify giving
of militarism over the purse- are unclear. The military of ~ward until November, >vhen
this
country
has
become
so
poan
Intercontinental
Balistic
· rights to the Negro by taking
strings of our country.
l'itically minded (General Walk- t,he group will elect a ne\v
Missile. Its name is H-6, its
--away the rights of ·the white
" It is no accident that Con- er and his Birch teachings), that Spur-of-the~Month. Eight girJs
death
and
destrucpurpose
is
man . Is it not taking away
gress , in the first year of the a line can no longer be drawn per year are chosen for the
tion.
··the rights ·of a man by tellKennedy administration, should between the armed forces and honor she said.
That particular missile - silo
ing him he cannot refust servvote without a peep of protest the · civilians who are supposed , " ServiCe, inspiration and atcomplex is •one 'Of ·over 100 in
ice to any ·one he sees fit
titude are the basis for sel~
almost limitless billions for to control them.
·
Montana and represents an inin his own establishment?
tion and, as mother of our Spur
more arms <if -every description
vestment
of
millions
upon
milMost college sh1dents have· doll , she is well CJ,Ualified, " Mi~s
Statistics ·prove that the Ne.and at the same time shelve
lions of dollars.
never known what it is like
gro does not take as good -care
Demmon said.
'
medical care for the aged and
"We must guard against the
·
to
live in · a, world frH· of
of his ·property ·as does ·the
Activities of Miss Rutledge
federal aid to education," writes
acquisition of unwarranted in· atom bombs, · rnissile1 encl
white man in this country.
include decoration chairman for
fluence , whether sought or un- Cook.
: armies. They were born in
So why must a white man be
the banquet at the recent Spµ:r
It
seems
to
be
universally
sought, by the military~indust
the shadow of the atom bomb
forced to Jet 'Negroes wove inconvention and charge of last
accepted
that
this
n
a
t
i
o
n
and raised to the roar of test. Monday's hot chocolate and cof· .
to his ·community when he ,rial c o .m p I ex." So stated · spends billions for defense
Dwight
Eisenhower
in
his
pres· missiles. They accept t h e, fee hour.
•knows that chances are the
·
idential farewell address to the . and has become a "garrison · warfare state because it is
value -of ·his own property will
state" to a certain extent.
people on Jan . 17, 1961.
the only life. they know. . :
decrease because of the -way
The key ·question is, must we . "Sp~ak softly .and carry a big
Has former President Eisen· the Negro neglects his own
be so ec0nomically dependent_ stick," spoke Theodore. Roosehower's grim warning become
proi)erty?
· upon military spending? Is
a
reality?
Central
students,
velt, but how Jong can we con· I am not denying the Nethose interviewed by the Crier _ this buildup of defenses ·ne·
,tinue to ·speak _softly and let
gro his rights to life, liberty,
. _ .
. the stick get bigger.
cessar:y? ,
at least, seem 'to think so. The
-.
and -the pursuit · of happiness,
majority of these students· think _ The overwhehp.ing majority of : We now have the capabilities
but I am standing up for the
it i~ inevitable and· th,at a per m- ~tudents interviewed by the Cri" to defend our country from any
·rights ·. of the white man to
wartime economy is .good er. felt that: we were not spend~ ; aggr~s90~· arid a11y . iVe.apo!') . w~ -·
life, li¥~ty; ana\ )$~"Cially thedf anent
ing ,too ;much -on -defense · and have '6ur ibig , stick. ! :: Must ·. w~ _.
~he ccountry. ; f . .. '" .• :;
pursuit' of happiness . • · ·
that this ·buildup was necessary. ,let the' military continue to pick
·
·
''I'
think
it
·
is
a
'vita
I'
part
.
ROBERT BOYD
"We . need to show that we .our pockets so they can stay
of our economy," stated -a
have military strength," stat~s ,on the gravy train?
male senior.
,
a student. "I don't like to see : The March 1961 issue of the
One 22-year-old senior put
~o much money being spent on !'Congressional Quarterly" conit more bluntly, "the economy
weap«_:ms of destruction , but how 'tained a quote by a member
do you have an adequate de- of the Senate Armed Services
"Land of the Rajas," narratfense system without spending Committee.
ed by J. Michael Hagopin , will
billions," . pondered one man .'
"There is a real dange_r
be shown in the CUB Cage
Central students from last .that we may go the way of
To the Editor:
Wednesday, Nov . 13 at 8 p.m.
spring well remember. the big ·prewar Japan and .Germany."
On behalf of the National
Sponsored by the U n i o n
Executive Council of Spurs, I ·army maneuvers " Operation . The classic way of a militar·
Board, the film is the first in
Coulee Crest" which took place
would like to extend my deep·
istic · state that eventually
a series of three brought to the
in central Washington. The cost
est thanks to the student body
finds the war it seeks,,
campus through the efforts of
of this venture was several :milof CWSC for their generous
'Roger Gray, Union Board chairlion doliars. What good did it
hospitality to the conventionman. The films will be free
serve? .
ing Spurs of Region I.
to all interested students, facJust last month an entire armSpecial thanks are to be
ulty, and townspeople, G r a y
ored division was flown from
given to the women in the
Texas to Germany in " Operasaid.
dorms who gave up their
" Inside East Germany," the
rooms so that the delegates ·tion Big ·Lift. " Again the cost
second in the series is schedulran into tbe millions.
to the convention could be
ed for Jan. 12.
housed.
Suppo~ly these operations
Also Montag Writing
"Easter Island," scheduled
The beauty of your camare tests ·of our readineis and
Tablets
with CWSC
for April 15, is · the ·third film
.pus and the wonderful or- · ability. Actually they are a
in the .series, Gray stated. The
ganization of the CWSC Spurs
means to keep the military. l
Monogram.
. Like most .of us, you probaM~
narrator ·of each film will be
all combined to make the · bra5s • 'frorrl getting, cobwebs: - lJ
;
~feel :pressl;lred at til_lles w~tb 'the
on hand to:· answer · questions,
convention a most successful
'One purpose of .such maneuv:·
he- said.
er5 'is to generate : the cold ! . 1 Block WeSt rOf Camp.u s ;I _demands made on you for origi~l
one.
"The purpose of .the .films is
:thinking,~ for .fre&h . id~ t hat
Special thanks are to be exwar. fervor so 1haf .the mil!·
.
'
'to increasethe' 'SCOpe 'Of Union
tended to Janice Demmon,
'.Will lift your work above tiitei
J
Board planning· and. to ·increase
convention chairman a n-d
,
·Commonplace.·Through the stud~
the intellectual, as well ·as the
CWSC Spur president, for her
·of this book,_Sci~n<;e anil Reali~
social and ·rec·reational ·atmoshard work. You should be
with . Key :to the Scriptures by
I
phere of the Union," Gray said.
very proud to find such spirit
Mary B~ker ..EddY., we ~re lear,?They are · high-'quality films,
of service so evident on your
jng
.how .to turn to God-for t li&
comparable to the "I Search
campus.
. intelligent ideas we need. Yo•
WINTERIZE YOUR ·CAR AT
Sincerely in Spurs,
For Adventure" series on tele·
ea~ do this, too.
vision, Gray stated.
Carol Skalsky
Director of Region II
"I urge all students to atWe invite you to come to OU!"
The National Spurs
tend," . he said.
·m eetings and ·to h~ar how · we>
are working out our problem•
through applying the ·truths .Qdl
1
One Block West Campus on i-tighway I 0
"Enroll in
Christian Science.

Doll s Creator,
October's Spur

for

"'Land Of Rajas'
Shown In Cage

,cws

Thanked

New Shipment
of Music . and
Art .Books

-JERRO:L'S

'. STUDENTS~

;

·Bill Shreve's -Chevr.o.nService .
oi

th.e

SUMMER SCH00'L AFLOAT

We Guarantee Replacement of
Any PERMA-GUARD Anti-'Freeze

Conducted ~by :t he

llniversity of Puget Sound
Write ·for.:descriptive folder to:
C. ·. W;.Hillier, :Asst. Purser
Tacoma /6, •Washington
· TACOMA 6,c -WASHINGTON
(SKyline 9-3521)

I

Necessary All Winter Long

ABS0 LUTELY FREE __,
____________________________

!.._

1

CHRISTIA·N SCIENCI
ORGANIZATION
Central Wasl:lington
State College
E!lenslture •

Meeting time: 6 :30 p.m. 11!•rs4eti<
. Meetin9 · place: .711 N. 1'iue Stllfft
Scienee and Hcal#I ia--arailable.ill lllf ·
Christian Science Reading Rooms and al 11iai119
· · colleg1(' booblo•ea. Papubacl<..Ed.ilion•lt M .
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Dr. Anshutz
(Cont!nued from Page 1)
Intersects and so often in• terupts this narrative
Symbols the honesty and also the intrusive forces
Kept in the social quiet
• kept in the decent dark
Now out and telling whatever there is to tell of
Patterns and pattern making with words bent to fit
All of the curving ways all
of _the lineal ways all
The geometry built up and
stored within by actions
And stories and wishes and
hungers both fed and unfed
And likewise the consistent
fishing theme and tales
Of pheasant in frostgold
early fall fields of alfalfa
And ripening grain are here
as real as Moby Dick
Piung from and swimming
in and ..flying furiously free
From -inland lakes and the
rivers ::and fields
Of ~mind and meant to be
not ,;only ;.wtlat they ,are ·but
· ·,·What..~y symbol mean in
juxtaposition with the
' · .Patterns adjacent on these
: tbe ·written pages of
· This the inductive search always .·within conscious
- Reach but. bending beiow
the 'flow dipping into the _:
Stream running within my
head beating within my blood
_Sniffing and sensing the way
forcing by words the .way
__ Pain!big~fil - ~c~!l_e~ Jhey ays
barefoot we've run . ·
- Deletes And Adds
Dr. Anshutz is still working
on "I Barefoot Ran, " deleting
some of the earlier pages and
trying to fit in the 130 pages
of "insert" passages.
He is nearing the final form
of the poem now. Future plans
are to try some of the big
publishing companies first or
send the poem to some of the
university presses as a second
choice. If neither of those possibilities work out, Dr. Anshutz
will break the poem up into
a number of smaller poems and
send them out separately for
publishing.

Senior ·File
·Meeting Set·
- All students scheduled to graduate -in December, March, June
or August of this school year
must attend one &f · the listed
meetings arranged by the Place·ment Office to receive materials and instruction to extablish
a credential file for future use,
according · to Erling Oakland,
director of placement.
- · Needs R.ekrences · ·
Each student, -upon receiving
materials from the Placement
. Office, muSt contact- and ·gain
· permission ·from -. faculty ·_members to use their name as a
reference. With this -permission granted, the faculty mem~
ber then turns into the Placement Office a confidentiai written rating of .the student's abil• ity, prediction of success, and
other ,;pertinent· information. '
Schedule Arranged · '.
The following schedule of
meetings has been ·arranged:
Wednesday, Nov . 6, in the
McCoMell auditorium at 3: 30
for Education students.
- Thursday, Nov. 7, in Black
101, at 7:30 p.m. for Arts &
Science students.
Tuesday, Nov. 12, in Black
101 at 3:30 p.m . for Education
and Art ·and Science students.
Thursday, Nov. 14, in Black
101 , at 7: 30 p.m. .E ducation
a nd Arts and Sciences students.
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· :Stevens:. :H.eads ·

•

·Fall Drama -Cast

Pete's Patter .

~ Bill _st~vens, :a junior m pre·
By 'PETE' HARRISON
med
·and a transfer- student from
Pete here. Say group, . as a
Everett - ;Junior" College, . plays
great man once said, "Now is
the part of Creon 'in . the". all•
the time for all good students
college play " Antigone" to l}e
to come to the aid of their
held. No.v . ·zo, 21, 22 and 23.."cheer-leaders!" (Small "c").
. While at Everett J .C Stevens
I went to the Homecoming
played the lead in "Bus Stop"
game Saturday and with my
cind .worked .on the, stage cre\v.
very own azure blue sequined
He designed . and !built the eneyelids watched our tired cheertire set for " The -Importance
leaders. (The two tall brunetof Being Earnest:' besides play~s were obviously the "strong
ing two roles. He was the
sdent type.") Our song leaders
scene director and _[>layed a
were at least constantly " in
i:ole. in the melodrama, ..:.'. Love
there trying" but two of our
Rides the Rails. "
cheer leaders were good for no-Stev.ens stated that he came
thing but an occasional "cometo Central, to -gain stage ex_hither" flip of their porn-porns.
perience, because University of ,
Since I am not the most
Washington cast members asulovely thing in a short skirt
PLAYCAST · MEMBERS LINDA FARRINGTON AND
ally plan to become professionprancing around in front of a
WIL~IAM BAUER take a break between reh~arsals of the upals.
student body-perhaps I have
coming college play '!Antigone." Miss .Farrington -will be
. Although -be -doesn't .pll.ah to
no right to criticize. But-I
a~isting Milo Smith in the direction of the play. She will also
become an actor, · he .would like
. was .a member of the crowd
be .taking the role of Eurydice. Bauer will be taking the part
to continue - in · ·community the. and I am oft wont to scream,
of 1 The ·Messenger. First perform!1nce iss.c;heduled for Nov. 20. ·
atre work and ..Othet· ceUege
thrash about, holler, .a nd yes,
t Photo by Martin Lentz)
plays.
···even
sometimes ·--·--·
. ·He is - also a .'merilner of Cen-YELL! And I think the rest
t.ral 's stage. crew .and the Sna·
of the students wish to do the
W~iVes
homish .. community, .theatre'. ·.
same. (In · an organized sort
of a wayJ) _ Enough said!
· By JOHN . ANDERSON
other items ·. of i~re.sl: will- be
' No~ : gr.oup,. let's get . serious
itinerant camel jockeys of Al.
a~d _di_s cu¥ ~~ : ~07 and , Psyc)l. geria and Morocco have been . The .next general me~ting . of given.
,
At
,the
;first
-meeting,
,officers
the
CWSC
student
wives
club
309._'(\\:'.hoops " · .' I aicl,ri;t mean :put -oot of work by the sudden
~ill
be
el~ted
Jfor
the
comirlg
7:30
fir get 'maudli!t). ,: Now; !n'. years shooting war that has flared will _'_be- ~eld Nov. 6,
year. , For · .president,'. Loretta
past I ·have . said many disre- up between these two countries. p.m. in :the Social rooms
·cES. -.These ge.ner_a l meetings Sokol and Jo ,Ann Archer; ,.for
spectful, mean, cruel, vile, arid
wicked t h i n g s about these - Most of the action has taken take place. the first Wedriesda.v yice president, carol Hagen arid
place around the few oases
of . every _month. Any married )(au!~ .G!'ant ; . jor ·:secretary:
courses . (how. unfair of m~).
treasurer , ·MoriLSt. ·Rl()lmain: arid
I- ·shall now retract. all of those scattered along the . border be- ·woman stud~nt inay join.
Pat
have .. been~ n-0iniriated.
_statements and _say that these tween . the countries. Sunday,
There are three in t ere
_classes are stimulating, educa- the Moroccan· troops pushed the
Bingo wil( be pl?yed. ,: :Eve.frgroups outside of the regular
_tional ; valuable, interesting and Algerians , out . of . the oasis of ·once - a - month group. They one is to bring· someHf'ling they
I'm a liar.
· Hassi Beida. This particular
\Vm not miss, to- be lfive·n· away
· ·One of my good friends from . oasis has been the focal point are: the bridge group, the knit- as a prize.
ting group and the slim-andthe Education department (from ,of the .heaviest fighting .
trim group. Beginners are we!whom I took Ed. 207) has been
The Moroccans have been . come. At the general meetings
getting quite upset with some · ass.i sted· by Russia . . The RusA G,01od Se!edlion
programs on hair styles and
of, my comments about his class · ians · have supplied several
and told me if I didn 't cease . .
planes for the Moroccan's use.
Of Gifts
ing on behind the scene's comes
: desist . . . and stop, even, he · On an odd note, a.f ter the
on.
Will
it
be,
"
dough
for
would thrash me severely! I
surrender of some of the AlAiimed fo1r
bread ," or will we decide that
quickly retaliated that ' 'The pen
gerians, it was found that
it 's not to our benefit to sell
Thie College
is mightier than the sword! '. '
they were supplied with RusRussia all that wheat. There's
:DON 'T YOU BEL I E VE IT,
sian and Czech-made, weapa Jot of debate. The AmeriStudle11'11ts Budget
FRIENDS ! He slashed my
ons. This little affair could
can Legion has come out and
Lindy to insy-weensy bits.
· become another Korea if it is
made its stand definitely against
. I should now like to say · not settled soon.
one constructive thing abo~t . So it goes, around the world, the move. Their stand, shades
Saturday's g a m e.
BERT
sudden gut-ripping death, in of scrap iron, or let's not have
CHRISTIANSON! I co u Id
seven different varieties, another -Pearl Harbor. T he
hardly tear my eyes fr0m him -strikes. It's fighting in Africa, question, will the politicians
to watch the game. That
dying in Viet-Nam, revolting in chance the wrath of the various
WA 5-~ll
4111 N. PINE
_ man has more vigor, vital- .South America, all in all, it's groups aligned against t h e
wheat
deal?
.
Dia mon <ll an d ·watJOh
ity, and youth in his earnot good anywhere. One big
· As this goes out, the Civil
. Hiea11quarte ru
lobe than all the chffr 1.e ad· 'question that we must answer,
Fo r C WSC _Stu «i"•.: •" ·'
ers in the world. He instills
and we- try .to answer, is; Why? Rights · Bill is about to be
(NO- not distills) in our hardThere are a million answers, put to .v~te. Hope for "Yes.".
working Central band real old- .some of them may be right.
fashioned, get-up-and-go itive.Maybe, . just maybe, .a part of
·l tB of C Scramble: Game Ne. lS'
ness, kill:um-dead, rock -um- 'the 'answer came to Central
shock.um . SPIRIT . . ... And I
l_ast. week. Maybe, the answer
think the students of Central
was a blue dress, blond hair
..
ovie him a .real debt of thariks.
swinging gold in the light, arid
;
And so dear hearts I leave a. clear clean voice . reaching
you now witli these weekend up to bring fire to the stars.
thoughts ... (all clean I want : Maybe, the answer is a song
you to note). .Be sure and see
that tells of brotherhood, and
Hans Conreid on Sunday -eveloneliness.
Maybe~ if . the
ning and go to see . the "Cheap _ songs' will spread across the
Charlie" this weekend which
land, - leap the shining -seas.
features the thrilling spectacle,
and speak to every man on
"From Here To Vantage," with
the seething earth. T h e.n,
a cast of thousands.
maybe, the world will ' be like
There are some spine-tingling ·the four thousand people. sitscenes of the wild boars of
ting in that pavilion. Sitting.
Cle Elum, the enchanting beauquiet, feeling no· need to hate
ty of Thrall, and yes, even a_ any man·. Like it ·says, mayfew sequences of the mystic
be.
wonders of Union Gap!
Meanwhile, the big issue go-

,' Global Glance' .: :Student ·

-· ,

:Slat_e Meeting
at

of

st
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Campus Calendar
_
Friday
Movie, 7 p.m.
Montgomery's D a n c e, 9
p.m.
Movie, 10 p.m.
Saturday
Football, Western, h e r e,
1:30
Movies, 7 and 10 p.m.
Sunday
Church Groups
Hans Conreid, 8 p.m ., McConnell auditorium.

Ostrander's -Drug
Your Beauty •••
Health and Prescription
Center
PHONE WA 5-5344
4th and Pine

Koch·

-rIP

EARNS INTEREST AT 3%1
This is what you do when you place:.money in,th~i .
bank. An NBofC savings account is just ·the tidc:e~ ,
for a student's · vacation-or any other activity oi:)
purchase that requires money to be set aside.

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERC!C
Johll. A. Reitsch, Mgr.
Ellensburg Office: 501 N. Pearl Streett
(HSOd9Q)
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_,Talent ·Show" Has ·Faults ··
BY EVAN EMERY
. This-">eek:, I'm afraid I feel impelled to say a few words about
the HomeCQmii:tg Talent' Show. This sin was perpretrated upon
the Central student.body and returning alumnHor three consecutive
nights· last week. And I 'm afraid I must retrieve myself from the
precocious position on my limb. . Generally speaking, the show
Jacked ·continuity, spontaniety,
and. directness.
Others should try again, al. Theme Lacking
ways with the hope of improve, t
.t lac'Ked ment. The college is the place
·f
h" t
f I
·
t'
: ! n the ·f irs p1ace, I
Strict adherence to the theme .or t IS ype . O earnmg ac lVf " Weste
D
" Th's is 1ty, too, but It demands a sero .
. rn. aze.
. 1
ious attempt at performancenot terribl~ smful, but it seems not the seeker for ego gratifirather ~dicrous to h a v e a cation ! It demands positive as.theme with onl~ a few of the sessment of one's abilities.
performers makmg any attempt
to adhere t.o it. Where a rather
mundane presentation of the
Charlestoo fits into a roarin'
West saioon, I don't fathom ;
and no amount of explanation
on the part of the MC makes
Literary and art contributions
it so . to my way of thinking. are still being accepted for the
The lack of thematic struc- Fall issue of Inscape.
tur~ may, in some instances, · The campus magazine, which
make for lack of spontaneity- has been showing student and
but not entirely. In most cases faculty work since 1961, will go
it takes ·old honest-to-,goodness l.o press in two weeks. Until
.W-Ork to_. 'pUll off a "sp<5ntane- then, Inscape litetaty adviset
ous"· show. Much of the blame Doil Cummings of the English
for 'this .travesty of performance 'department, will be hoping more
must t>e laid to the MC's. Good prose compositfons are turned
.
MC's · do more thail decorate in. '
the stage. They are an intePoetry, essays, short stories
gtaJ. part of a show's. ·pacing. . and plays as well as original
Without-conscious effort on their photography and pictures of
'. J)art, . 'the show lacks smootfi- sculptm:es, paintings,' drawings
- - n~ss , and ultimately lacks the . and jewelry are contained- in
- ·. 11ecessaty ·1ife to keep audience the magazine.
·
interest.. ·Apparently, Miss McNext Issue Scheduled
; Donald "was ·;not up to ·the task. _ Don · Wright of the Indusfrial
. The"reSUlts ..were just not there. Arts department starts·this year
.The show dragged, and nothing . as Inscape art adviser.
was· done to retrieve it but trite
The next issue of Inscape is
talk tbat completely lacked suc- scheduled to appear in five
cess.
weeks, Cummings said.
Maiority Good
Contributions can be mailed
On the whole, the majority to Cummings or Wright through
ef the acts were of better than the campus mail.
a verage quality and were well
Freshmen and sophomores inplaced in the program. But terested in working on the Inagain, some of the acts lacked scape staff in the future are
.such obvious requirements as urged to contact either adviser.
stage presence, or they simply
did not have talent enough to
warrant being on a stage~ subject to public scrutiny.
Applause Deserved
Alpha Phi Omega, national
Other performers at the show
deserve some applause for their service fraternity, is making
attempts at serious entertain- plans for Record Fair in early
ment . and controlled perform- February.
President Joe Belanger anances. , Mary Scott's selection
from "T-osca" is representative. nounced last week that the proIt was marked by a clarity posed Record Fair would be
of line and a "feeling with" held in Grupe Conference Centthe : written score. I felt the er with the intent to sell and
number.,to be successful, show- display records of all types.
ing a moderate amount of tech- Although .classical and hard-tonical · and virtuoso skill, but get records will be the ma~
enough ·for the audience to take feature, all types will ·b e availthe · presentation seriously. The able.
duo-pianists were another case - Alpha Phi Omega had intendin point. They were artiCulate ed to sponsor a Book Fair this
in their presentation (perhaps quarter but had to cancel it
over · doing the . bom~st some-. when their -dealer went oµt . of
what), but they presented a not business.
too m e d i o c r e performance.
Their interPretation was saleable but at the same time faithful to the technical and emotional · :requirements involved ..
And of course, I must mention · Grand Duch y of L\Lxembourg Nov. 6 ·
Miss Harrison. The role of the
Summer jobs are available for
commedienne is never an easy students desiring to spend a sumone. but Miss Harrison's profes- mer in Europe but who could
sional attitude towards the bus- otherwise not afford to do so.
iness of ·laugh-making is com- Among aiva.ilable jobs are office
mendab!e.
a nd sales work, tutoring, lifeMany others deserve mention, guard and high paying (to $400
but space doesn't permit it. a month) resort and ia.ctory
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Needs Material ·
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·Mis-t er-: Hyde

'Out Damned Spot!'
By DARRELL CARR
It certainly cannot be denied that football constitutes a major
'portion of autumnal America's :weekend culture. It is a means
by which many people who have an interest in a college or university-students, alumni and the community-can claim excellence
in the endless war of comparisons that rage throughout many
aspects of modern life.
I have often. wondered what
sponsor professional football
state of acceptance college
teams.
football would find itself in., ·
. There are colleges today who
were it not for the mass comoperate or have significant inmunications media, misguidterests in businesses· of many
ed college officials and those
kinds. They are investing in
superficial practitioners of
real estate and buying stocks
mob psychology - cheerleadin c'orporations. Why not invest
ers and band conductors.
a football team? ·By atThe " game" has been per- tracting crowds to raise revefumed by its devotees with the nue for the college, faculty salputrid redolences of "sports- aries c'ould be increased, monmanship," " emotional matur- ies for research programs could
ity,'' " teamwork," "loyalty," be made · available, facilities
ad nauseam. These platitudin- could be expanded, etc.
ous references are now archaic
in line with college athletics.
- But then, how should one apSee Us
proach the situation? Call for
For Yarn a.nd lnstruetioFt
th'e abolition of . college f.()()tball? Mjght as. well call for .the
·abolition of the students themVisit · the
selves.
No, f0otball has been too
firmly entrenched into college'
· life. What needs to be done
is to remove the pretense and
· hypocrisy . from the "game.".
Stop disguising it as an· ama115 East 4th Ave.
' teur sport. Allow colleges i~

in

Knitting Nook

TOT .TOGS

Dine And Dance
Planned By RO ·
An evening of d i n i n g and
dancing is planned for members of Central's ROTC Corps
and Kelly's Angels Flight .at
the Ellensburg American Legion hall on Nov. 15, Keith
Fjndley, Cadet Information Officer said.
The evening will begin at 6:30
with a cocktail hour, and will
be followed by a turkey dinner
at 7:30. Any member of the
corps is invited to attend, as
well as the members of Kel·
ly's Angels and their escorts.

Save Up to 12%

,

on Monaural and

stereophonic records

''

GET YOUR RECORD CLUB:

O,\ltD FROM

.;

-DEAN'S- -1
EXPERT RADIO-TV
PHONOGRAPH REPAIBSI

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF.

DIAMOND NEEDLES
Srd and Pearl ,

·-.

.W:ORK IN EUROPE

Acr05s From

Liberty Theatre

e

30-Minute
Coin Operated
Dry -cleaning
and Pressing Service

•

O ne Day Cleaning

•

O ne Day Shirt Service

PINT SIZE BEAUTY TREATMENT
!Beautiful complexions· thrive on milk. For this is na-

.ture's own beauty formula. Milk helps keep your skin

worl).

·soft, smooth and youthful. It helps to give you a radi-

The American Student Information Service also awards $200
travel grants to students. Interested students m ay obtain the
a.sis 24 page pro.spectus listing a.ll
jobs, and a tra.vel grant and job
application by writing to Dept.
N , ASIS, 22 Ave de la Liberte,
Luxembourg City, Grand Duchy
of Luxembourg. Send $1 for the
pro.spectus and arimail postage.
Th e first 8000 inquiries r eceive
a $1 credit towards the book,
"Earn, Learn & TI-avel in Europe."
·

r,e.nt glow of health that enhances your entire appear· ~l
ance. In fact, no other beauty treatment does so much

~

\

for you, yet costs so little. Let your beauty come from

~ithin. Pour yourself a

glass of

»!

WA 5-711.ll

APO Proposes
Record Display

:SERVICE CLEANERS

~.

glamour-m~lk. ' .'

:-.

~ •.

~··::::.Ji
. , ~j .

(.ADD-A-GLASS-A...J.tf.ILK TO EVERY MEAL
-\\IASHINGTON PAIRY PRODUCTS COMMISSION, SEATTLE Representint the Dairy Farmers in Your Aret>
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Swimmers Go
Through Drills

!

Mike Ingraham Reports

~~

8

from the

LOCKER ROOM
~~~~~~~

With snow evident on the hills behind Nicholson
pavilion, it's definitely time to, start thinking about the
winter sports, particularly basketball, wrestling, and swimming.
Hoop Coach L eo Nicholson, enterin g his 3Sth year of
coaching, has seven lettermen among the 40 men currently
practicing daily.
The·y include center Dale Hall, a 6-4 senior, 6-3 forWard Bob Werner, and guards Jim Clifton, Bob Moawad,
Roger Buss, John. Jaeger, and Roger Ottmar.
Up. from last year's junior varsity are center Bob
Precht, a 6-10 senior and guard Gary F enneU.
Coach Nicholson has reported that this year's crop of
freshmen is the finest that he has assembled in many years.
Included in this group are 6 -8 Barney Berg, 6-7 Ken Mackie,
6-S Ron Tracy, Bob Fall, 6-4, Dave Winsler, 6-4, Bob
Smith and Wes _.W illiams, all of whom have been impressive so far .
'
Doyle Boatman and1 Carl Freudenberg; junior college
transfers have also shown well during the early practices.
Boatmans comes from Columbia Bas in, while Freudenberg
transferred from Wenatchee. The team manager is Jim
Fielder, the SCA vice president, and a formed J .V . performer.
Nicholson "feels that "It's going to be an exceptoinally
strong conference this year, but if three or four o·f our
young boys come along, we could be right in the thick of
things." Pacific Lutheran and UPS; in that order, will
probably be the two toughest teams in the conference.
The Wildcats will open the season on Nov. 29-30
in the Totem Tournament at the University of British
Columbia.
¥

~

¥

~

~

Wrestling Coach Eric Beardsley has 32 men participating in daily workouts in preparation for the first meet on
Nov. 2 3, at the British Columbia Wrestling Championships.
a:Ck from last year's squad, which placed third in the. Pa~
ific ~oa~ . . r:.e stling Champions. h.i ps . are eight .lette_ff11e1;1;,
nc<lµdmg (Gera;fd ,~eorge, who ,won the coast title 10 the
14 7-pound class and LeRoy Johnson, who was runner up
in the I 6 7-pound division.
The other lettermen include Bill Burvee, 16 7 -pounds,
Darrel Driggs, I 3 7-pounds, Ken Kniveton, I 30-pounds,
Wayne Lalley, 13 7-pounds, Rick Leifer, 130-pounds, and
Eric Olson, 191-pounds.
·
Among the•new men, Beardsley has three state champion wrestlers, including Mark Lundberg, the 191-pound
title winner, Bill Strickland,, who· won the heavyweight
division, and Dall.as DeLay, the 177-poWld state cham p ion. Gary Hackney, was the runner up in ·the 148-pound
division last year, after winning that division as a junior.
Four men are missing from last year's squad, includin g
Ken Salyer, who was runner up in the coast tourney in the
I 7 7-pound bracket, heavyweight Don Parham, who finish ed fifth in the tourney, Lamoin Merkley, and Joel Burke.
Burke won I 6 matches while losing one as a freshman.
Beardsle:y has announced that the Wildcats will have
15 matches this season, plus the NAIA District, the Pacific Coast, and the NAIA National Townaments. Included on the schedule are six home matches, all of which
w.ill be held in Nicholson pavilion.
The first home naatch wil1 be on Dec. 6, when _the
Cats host Washington State University.

t

'f

•

¥

~
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Swimming Coach Tom Anderson will start his .second year with seven lettermen ·on .hand. .. 11.ey are~ :Tom
'F.bomas, Dan Wolfrom, John · Couch, Trent Jonas, Kim
Kay, John Galbraith, and Bill Dendrient.
· Among the newcomers who have looked good . during the early practice sessions ..are Tom Mitche~ J,e ff
Tinius, Gerry Malella, and Jack Ridley• . All.of th'eSe men
are freshmen.
The Cat mermen will open their -campaign on Jan. l 1,
entertaining UPS, in an Evergreen Conference meet. · In
all, the Wildcats will have nine meets, four of which will
be at home.

Exemption Te~t Slated
Tuesday, Nov. -12, at ·4 p.m.
those wishing._ to, may 1try, for
exemption from the requirement of Speech 201. A $fu·
dent may try for this exemption only once, Anyone wish·
detailed informati0n sh o u t·d.
Dr. Partri"9e prior to
Nov. 12.

see
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SENIOR END ART ELLIS
was selected Wildcat of the
Week for his outstanding play
against Pacific Lutheran in
Central's homecoming game
last Saturday. He caught four
passes for 73 yards during the
afternoon, as well as turning
in his usually fine defensive
performance. Ellis is a graduate of Seattle's Roosevelt
High School, and he and his
wife, Marilyn, live in the Mar·
ried Students Apartments.
SPORTS CALENDAR

As part of their preparation
for the coming season, the Central swim team went through
rigorous time trials last Thursday in Nicholson pool.
Coach Tom Anderson sent
about twenty of his twenty-three
men team through the 50, 100,
200, and 500 yard freestyles,
the 200 yard breast stroke, and
the 200 yard backstoke. Times
were taken on all swimmers
to judge their performances
against earlier swims.
Taking part in the time trials were Steve Mohan , Steve
Barber, Steve Hebert , Jim
Griffith, Dan Wolfrom, Kim
Kay, Dennis Donavan , John
Couch, John Galbraith , Gordy
Gardner , Walt King, Jeff Tinius, Lou Le May, Jack Ridley,
Trent Jonas , J erry Malella, Bob
Stasny, Bill Dendurent, Tom
Mitchell, Tom Thomas , Butch
McHenry, and Steve Mason . Al
Schuster is the team manager.
Everyday the CWSC swim
squad can be seen working and
preparing for the initial meet
against the University of Puget
· Sound, the defending champions, on Jan. 11.

FRI .. AND SAT .
WALT DISNEY P'O~?

if"· .

~
DER.Sea
TECHHtCO
. LOR"' UN
..
CINEMA.SCOPE

•.-.ill!!ll!!!
. ·- - - 1HE
.
Kirk
Douglas
and
Ja mes Mason

SUNDAY
The true story of Lt. John f. Kennedy's
incredible adventurein the South.Pacific! .

•CLJ[fr ROBERTSON in'theyear'
talketl·abouts most
role!

3

·

TECHNICOLOR"· PANAVISION"· WmBR00~11

Nov . 2 - FOOTBALL, Western at Central, 1:30 p .m.
Nov. 9 - FOOTBALL, Cen'1 Big Days!
tral at University of Puget
Sound, Tacoma
Nov. 16 - FOOTBALL, Central at Whitworth, Spokane
Nov. 15-17-FIELD HOCKEY,
P a c i f i c Northwest Women's
F,ield Hockey Tournament at
Dr. Joseph Lovell , the naCentral
tion's. first surgeon general,
Nov . 29-30 - BASKETBALL, built Blair House in 1824.
Central at ·Totem Tourney at
Vancouver, B.C.
Fresh Grade A Milk
Dec. 4-BASKETBALL, Western Montana at Central, 8 p.m.
Dec. 16-BASKETBALL, Central at Whitman College, Walla ,
Walla
GRADE A MILK- 69c GALLON
Dec. 27-28 - B"ASKETBALL,
Central at St. Martin 's College,
Open s 'p.'m. to 7 p.m. D~1il{.
Lacey. '
De'c. 31-'BASKETBALL, Cen.• , •.. , '"' 419, -West 1sth-Ww_dale - Roa,dl -~~, ,
tral at Southern Oregon College.

l

I

Winegar's Drive. Jn Dairy

'

.
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only

your hair knows
· it's there!

It's invisible, man!'You can't see it. She can't feel it. Only your hair
knows it's there! It's CODE 10 for men, the new invisible hairdressing
'from Colgate-Palmolive. Non-greasy CODE 10 disappears in your-hair,,
gives it the clean, manly look that inflames women, infuriates in.
ferior men !'Be iri. Let new CODE 10 groom your hair all day, invisiti,y;

ESQUIRE
Barber Slt~p
.

'

710 N. Wa·lnu:t
Across From Science Bldg.
FOUR 'BARBERS
Open 9-6 - WO 2-2887
COME IN ANY TIME!

.

"

.• ...''·.
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'Mighty Mite' lnspjration
For Central Grid Squad
1

JUNIOR QUARTERBACK GARY LUFT IS shown breaking into•the Pacific Lutheran sec·
ondary in last Saturday's game. Luft, the total offense leader for the Cats, this, season, gained 29
yards on the ground and passed for an additional 67 yards, as Central whi_te-washed the· Knights
in the Wildcats' homecoming game, 14·0, to remain the only undefeated' college football team in
Washington state.

MIA Gridders
Vi,e For Crown

Cats After Seventh Win
In Final Home Encounter
The undefeated Central Washington WildCats willl close out
their 1963 home football schedule tomorrow afternoon, entertain,
ing' WeStern Washington in. an; Evergreen Conference· contest.
The Vikings, under former. Central football: ·star.; Dr. Jim
· Lounsberry; employ flank and: wing, T styles of offense, and reJy
lleavily on · their big · running
backs.
.
,
Lea~ing the defensive unit
.· Pacing the Western backfield were· guard· . Wayne Swanson;,
are: halfbacks Ron.Roe and·Dick. tackles Rod· Gilman' and Dick
Nicholl; aiong with quarterback Shannon, a n"d linebacker Tod
Terr.y Parke1.1:
Smith. Each contributed eigltt
or mone tackles during, the af•
Statistics Given .
Roe . is , a; 193~priund: junior, ternoon.
·
~ho . was . a . secorm team" »au~·
--Standing Maintained .
conference select-ion ;last· year.
The win enabled the Cats to
Nicholl, -a '200.pound ·senior, ·Was .maintain their. hold on first
the ·team's · leading , rusher av- place ·in the Evergreen Confere raging .four y ards a carry last . ence, with a 4-0 record. :In
- year; until-injured' in the fourth other conference games last Satgame of·,the year. · Parker, a ·urday·, Western edged past East~
.-165-pound junior;. was the Ev-· em 13-71 with · a, touchdown .im
ergreen . Conference's . leading. the.final.four minutes;.and Whitpasser last season,, .and· finish. -worth· dumped: UPS, .:m-6( to;
ed· third. in the l eague's total1 maintain second. spot. in· the con~
·· offense' ·department';
fererrce standings.
>Anchoring the' Viking line are
·
CW~~;;-k~~hida, 8 1 run ( Barnellf
guard. Dave ' Xlfr.ed, and. tackle
John· Fullet tun. . ·B oth: of' thesecw.sc-zimmer,
1 run-. (P;i.jne,;
men: earned. aU;.conference Ile-·
Kick>
cognition· last year.
TEAM' STATISTICS
TomorrowJs g~me wHI stad
INDIV·IDUAL STATISTICS
at 1:30 . on the; €_ol1eg~ field,
CENTRA·L RUSHING·
Last. Saturday; the Wildcats
AU. Gain· Lou Ne't·
Luft
......... 7
52
23
29.
extended their undefeated skein
F i tterer
.... 6
21
2
19'
to• six, as. they,· white-washed
Barnell
.........8
39
0
39
Lane
......
6·
13
·
3•
10 ··
Facific Lutheran,. H~o in the
Zimmer ........ ....8
22
5•
17,
Homecoming game;
Ishida
..2
10•
~
1D·
Curtright
o
·
1
- ·1
After a sputtering first half,
Chandler ........... 1.
4·
o.
4
the Wildcats. came back in the
Stanford ........ ... 1
0
0
O'
second stanza behind. the· quar"
t'erbacking of Phil F .ittener to
score both touchdowns: and. nail
down the victory.
Ishida Scores
The Cats' first touchdown cli'61 Falcon Station Wag,o n
maxed a 33-.yard d1~ive when·
Fordomatic, lo.w
junior halfback B i 11 Ishida,
mileage,
scored on a twisting eigtit~yard
one owner. ....
r un off right tackle . Joel Barnell added the extra point and'
'60 Ford Fairlane 500, 2-·dr.
t he Cats were never headed.
6 cyl., standard trans.
In the fourth quarter, Centops in
t ral drove 65 yards for their
economy. ---··-·final ta lley. The big gainers
during the drive· were passes
'59 ·Ford 4-dr., radio; standfrom Fitterer to Art Ellis for
ard t~ans.
34 yards and to J a ck Curtr.ight:
6 cylinder. ·----·-- ·
fo r 32 yards. Halfback Don
'62 Ford Galaxie, 4-dr., radio,
Zimmer capped the drive with
Fordomatic,
a one yard plunge over right
priced to sell. ,
tackle.
Again Saturday, ste rling de'57 F.ord 2-dr.,. ra·
fe nse was the key for the Willdd10, overdrive.
c ats, as they held the Lutes
to 144 yards rushing , most of
which was · r acked up between
the 40 yard Jines. The deep·
6th a nd
est penetration by PL U was
to t he Central 17 yard line.

·· ·· · ·

Men's intramural. f,o•o•t1b,aif I'
pla¥,. ended• this week, w~th four.
teams . taking . part: fo, the playoffs; 0ff Campus U 1 Whitney
u; Married Students; and, the'
Warriors were respective, winners· in the fourr leagues and;
played-a four ream 'single elimination' tour.namentl late this
week ·for. the coveted• er.own:
Final football' standings:
A League
.
.WLT
Off Campus II ...................5 0 ·
Alfordx ...... -·--··-······--·-····--.4 2
Munro .......... ---·---· ..............3 3 ·
Dff Campus -----··-··---··--··! ..4 ..
Whitney I ... .......,..,..,. ......1 4 ·
, .Barto I _________________:__ ......0 5
xAlford . won the play-Off for .
second place
B League
Whitney II ................ .........4 1
Bar.to Y.JI ..........................3' 1 . 1
car.mody I -· -··--·-··--······--~3; ~
Nor.th n:r.--··----··-----~----·----- 2: 3,
Stephens IL........ .............1: 3· t
Bar.to. II. ------··---·------·····--···--0 5'
C. l!.eague
MarrJed: Students. ..........5 o~
Stephens Ii -··------·--···-···....4 1'
Bar.to HJ. ........................... ~ 3·
Banto VI: ·--·--- ------------··--··· 2' 3:;
NoMh.H --------·--------·------------1 4'.
Montgomery~----- _......:: ..]) 4'
o· League
War.rior.s, ...... -----···--········5 01
Montgomery I ..................3 2.
Bar..to•V --·-·-------···-········· ·--·2 · 3,
Barto~ IV ............................2 3
ROTC --··-·--··· -·----~------··--····--1 4·

$1595
$1195

$845

$1795
$495

BUTTON
JEWELERS

cwsc

0

I!

Quality USED Cars

1'

By · MIKE INGRAHAM
CRIER SPOR·T<S EDll'OR
One of the biggest, reasons for the fine spirit and desire shown
by the undefeated Central fontball squad this season has been
the presence of Bill• Ishida.
" The Mighty Mite," as he has been dubbed by his coach, Mel
Thompson, is all football, despite his size. He's only 5-2, 140 pounds.
Thompson says that pound for
'
pound, Ishida 'is the finest foot- the six games played to date,
ball player on the Pacific Coast, the tiny halfba ck has returned
including those at the big uni- 11 punts for 104 yards, and
versities.
ran back two kickoffs for 63
Considered· A God
yards . On two of his infre:" To the players on the squad, quent scrimmage plays, Ishida
Bill is a god," says Thompson scampered 41 yards on an offof the junior lP.tterman half- tackle burst for a touchdown
back. " He never complains, against the University -of Puget
no matter how hard · he is hit, Sound , and last week, he da rted
and he never backs away from eight off right tackle for six
a big man on · the field1 If I
points against Pacific Lutheran.
were to ask him to , play , tackle,
Ishida will · be very much in
the only reply f r o- ID • Ishida evidence tomorrow afternoon,
as he . is eaC'h week, when the
would: be, " Which one, coach? "
Ishida. is a, 1956 graduate of · , Wildcats close out their 1963 Gar4'ield. High School in . Seattle, home schedule against Western
where he earned two varsity,
football letters and. was · named Washington on the College Field.
to the All-City and AlbState Game time is set· for 1:30 p.m .
teams his seriioD year_ He was
also•the ·most inspirational. play~
er on. his· higti. school. squad.
;
One of the assistant coaches
!·
for the A:ll-State squad: in 19.561
4th and Pine
was. A. L. Beamer, .<tthletic dir·
rector at Central; and. former .
Central head football- coach.
Army Behind Him.
Students
Following high- school graduation, Ishida worked for ·a year.
Come In
as . a body and fender apprentice ·and then. put iri. a:thr.ee-y.ear
and Browse
hitch. with· the Army.:
Around
Bill then decided· on · coHegeand Central where.As.; majoring
ill art . education'' with minors, .complete GiO ·Departme9f
in- physical. education. and in41 ·"' ·
dustrial 'arts.
,
·. ·
C
t h" r ;; · ·
·1n ,-addition to' his· -prowess on :"' ;. ·' .o .u r, s tp :·._, ,, . ;{;'
the gridiron, he has .also ea:r4ed; .\ · · Dia.mond · .
two varsity, letters with 0the Cen~ :
· ... - ; •
ital swimming.team' asca1dtver.
Rlng·s ....
Ih: fact;· ;swimming was; what: . \ ,· .
. -===-first brought Bill to:. Central;
· WYLER· WATCHES
and he ·didi not . ev.en, playdoot· ··' "Be a· Smiler,
batl. during ' his,' freshman. sea,
We.ar a WYtER''
son. However;. the· lu11e: of. the- •.,;·
lffh1trid9e China
· gridiron: got to: hint, an~· as, m
-sophomore, he· was; back " pla¥"- ·
· Kusok Crystal
ing with. the big; boys" on the'
STERLING SILVER
football fieldl
·· ··
Wallace -Gorham
liJSed As. Spot Play-r
· To-w le l'nte·r n;ational
Because. c)f, liis~ siiei, . eoaohi
'C:0stume. Jewelry
'llhompson has used' Bilf as' a·
spot pfayer this, season,. m'ostly;
WA 5-8,1:01
on· p.unt and' kickoff ceturns. Jn,

'61· Ford Galaxie 500 - 4·dr.,
power steering,

$189 5
'SS Dodge 4-~r., V-8 $395
crui~o-

matic. ____________

automatic. ...:......

'62 Inter.national Scout, 4wheel . drive with Cab
and Warn
hubs. --·-------·-----

$1795
'54 Pontiac Hdtp. $295
Cpe., auto . ......

Ii

NICE·LV NOTORIOUS

o~w~

.i'J~HOU

JOI WOMiN '

Slightly scandalous strip
pump on mid-high heel.

In Fall's most desired
leathers and colol'S. $7.95
Top grain leather. uppers, balance of

lhoc: 'omposed ofman made.materials.

'SS Ford 9 passenger Station

y-s,

Wagon,
automatic. ---·----

$395

MUN DY'S

KELLEHER MOTO·R CO ..
Pearl

3 21 N. Pea rl

2 - 3447
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Floats, Signs Add Col·or
To Homecoming Rites

SECOND PLACE IN THE SIGN COMP ~ TITION went to
Whi tney hall and their Horsemen roping PLU Knights in gar.bage-can armor and asking "Should we shell 'um now - or
back at the ranch?"

\

QUICK DRAW McGRAW AND HIS SIDEKICK Bobalooie, popular western heroes, capture
a "Lute" who broke out of jail in front of the general store. This portrayal of "Western Daze"
action took first place in the sign competition for Middleton Manor, Central's newest co-op.
':i
(Sign photos by Doug Anderson)
KENNEDY HALL'S BOOT HILL TOOK THIRD PLACE in
the sign competition. Telling the legend of the Wildcat team's
victories and perfect record set the scene for an open grave
for the Knights which the team filled on Saturday wHh an in·
scription of 14-0.

SUTTER'S MILL WAS THE WESTERN THEME portrayed
by -Stephen hall's second place flo at. While the paddle wheel
turned to the theme of "Padd le the Knights", waving girls in
cowboy attire compleme nted the scene.
·
(Float photos by Bob Swoboda)

MUNRO HALL'S BARROOM SCENE TOOK TH IRD
PLACE in the Float competition. Comp.l ete with bar, bart ender, dancing girls and customers the float portrayed a
scene out of the old west in kee,ping with the homecom ing
theme.

THE LIFE AND LEGEND OF PECOS BILL was portrayed on the fi rst place float constructed by Elwood Manor. High points of the legend were P·e cos Bill being lost in the desert,
creating t he pa inted desert, di gging the Rio Grande and taming the PLU cyc lone.

